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Somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT) (1) in
nonhuman primates could accelerate medical
research by contributing identical animals for
research and clarifying embryonic stem cell
potentials (2). Although rhesus embryos be-
gin development after embryonic cell nuclear
transfer (ECNT) (3–5 ), there has only been
one report of rhesus births after ECNT (3),
and that report has not been replicated.

Here, molecular obstacles were identified
using 716 rhesus oocytes in four experimental
studies: set A, SCNT [rhesus cumulus, umbili-
cal cord blood, epithelial-derived fibroblasts,
and inner cell mass–derived precursor em-
bryonic stem cells; 193 oocytes; 62.8% nu-
clear transfer (NT) success assayed by inter-
phase nucleus formation], and set B, ECNT
from dissociated 16- to 32-cell stage embryos
(381 oocytes; 97.2% NT success), because
ECNT success is greater than SCNT (1).
Because meiotic spindle removal appeared to
be responsible for these NT failures, we per-

formed two additional experiments in which
either we did not remove the spindle (set C)
or we removed and reinserted it (set D). In set
C, NTs into concurrently fertilized oocytes
generated tetraploids (55 oocytes; 54.4% suc-
cess), whereas in set D, fertilization of recon-
stituted oocytes (that had previously been
enucleated and then renucleated) generated
diploids (95 oocytes; 67.1% success).

Rhesus NTs (6) look superficially normal,
yet no pregnancies resulted from 33 embryos
transferred into 16 surrogates (compared with
seasonably variable 28 to 66% pregnancy rates
by assisted reproduction) (7). DNA and micro-
tubule imaging showed disarrayed mitotic spin-
dles with misaligned chromosomes (Fig. 1A; all
116 ECNTs and all 30 SCNTs examined dis-
played aberrant spindles). Despite these defects,
cleavages continue, but unequal chromosome
segregations produce aneuploid embryos.

NuMA (Nuclear-Mitotic Apparatus), a ma-
trix protein responsible for spindle pole assem-

bly (8), concentrates at centrosomes in unfertil-
ized meiotic (Fig. 1B) and fertilized mitotic
cells (Fig. 1C). After NT, NuMA is not detected
on the abnormal mitotic spindles (Fig. 1D) or in
enucleated oocytes. HSET and Eg5 are mitotic
kinesin motors (8, 9). HSET, found during
meiosis and mitosis, is not detected in NT
spindles (Fig. 1E). Eg5 detects centromere
pairs at meiosis and mitosis, including mis-
aligned ones on NT spindles (Fig. 1F). Thus,
meiotic spindle removal depletes the ooplasm
of NuMA and HSET, both vital for mitotic
spindle pole formation.

Normal spindles found in tetraploids sug-
gest meiotic spindle removal as the source of
NT anomalies. In tetraploids, chromosomes
aligned properly on bipolar spindles with cen-
trosomal NuMA (Fig. 1G). NT mitotic spindles
could be distinguished from the fertilized spin-
dle by the sperm tail. Similarly, fertilization of
reconstituted oocytes resulted in apparently
normal divisions. Thus, manipulation of the
embryos alone was not the cause of the prob-
lem, and proper mitotic spindles can be or-
ganized around somatic chromosomes if the
meiotic spindle is left intact.

Primate NT appears to be challenged by
stricter molecular requirements for mitotic spin-
dle assembly than in other mammals. In cattle,
the somatic centrosome is transferred during NT
(10), whereas mice rely on the oocyte’s mater-
nal centrosome (11). Also, NuMA and HSET
are not exclusively concentrated on the meiotic
spindle in mammals other than primates
(8). With current approaches, NT to produce
embryonic stem cells in nonhuman primates
may prove difficult—and reproductive cloning
unachievable.
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Fig. 1. Faulty mitotic spindles produce aneuploid embryos after primate nuclear transfer. (A) Defective
NT mitotic spindle with misaligned chromosomes. Centrosomal NuMA at meiosis (B) and mitosis (C),
but not in mitotic spindles after NT (D). The centrosomal kinesin HSET is also missing after NT (E), but
not centromeric Eg5. (F). Bipolar mitotic spindles with aligned chromosomes and centrosomal NuMA
after NT into fertilized eggs (G). DNA, microtubule, NuMA, and kinesin imaging as in (7, 8). Blue, DNA;
red, �-tubulin; green, NuMA in (B), (C), (D), and (G); HSET in (E); and Eg5 in (F). Scale bar, 10 �m.
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